Challenging the "Culture" of the Tracheal Aspirate.
The tracheal aspirate (TA) culture is commonly ordered in the NICU, but it has low sensitivity and specificity, limited by contamination. Interpretation of a TA culture out of context can lead to antibiotic overuse, which should be avoided. Clinicians should practice caution in the diagnosis of congenital pneumonia and use newer, published approaches to the diagnosis of ventilator-associated pneumonia in neonates. A subset of neonatal patients with risk factors of maternal fever or chorioamnionitis requiring intubation may benefit from TA culture performed within 12 hours after birth, to help identify an organism when blood culture may be negative, and tailor antimicrobial therapies. The more invasive, but more sensitive, technique of nonbronchoscopic bronchoalveolar lavage should be considered in older infants when bacterial isolation from the lower respiratory tract is necessary, because TA culture cannot distinguish between colonization and infection in that population.